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Dear God, 

 This weather is beyond belief; after a cold snap we have summer again 

with gardens still abundant and sunflowers gaily clashing their cymbal 

heads...and though we relish every degree day unit, every short sleeve walk, 

warm sail or sweaty run, some are uneasy.  We know this cannot last, we 

wonder at the warmth and know that to the east and to the west, circling at the 

foot of the mountains on either side of us, the cold wind is gathering and sniffing 

us out.  We smell it more than feel it, a deep breath in early morning tells it all.  

And so we stare at our surrounds, holding in vain to what is quietly 

withdrawing, leaving, retreating, the green of summer, early sunrises, lazy days 

and cricket nights. Reaching back to July we try to feel the green and easy days 

when time was sleeping and the sun grew round day after day. 

 But in the squares and streets around the world, children march to wake 

us up; call us away from sentimental musings on warm September days to the 

stark reality of a hot planet, a burning, drowning, dying earth: their home, their 

future ticking to extinction.  

At the front of them all, Greta Thornburg, a small moon faced girl of 16, 

shining a light in the darkness, casting translucent, pervading vision on a world 

asleep in beds of sentiment and pillowed by secure portfolios. Wake up! This 

prophet calls, sailing solo across the deep, blue warming ocean, signaling the 

arrival of doom like a swift and silent arrow to our heart. 

Finding voice, finding truth in this person, children and youth affirm 

what they know is true. If Jesus came back is this what he would look like? 

Thank you, God, for our children, may we care for them as they care for us, give 

us courage and lead us forward, for: 

The wolf also shall dwell with the lamb,  

and the leopard shall lie down with the kid;  



and the calf and the young lion and the fatling together;  

and a little child shall lead them.   

And the cow and the bear shall feed;  

their young ones shall lie down together:  

and the lion shall eat straw like the ox. (Isaiah 11:6-7) 

       Amen. 
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